Preparation of β-chitin nanofiber aerogels by lyophilization
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Highlights


β-Chitin nanofibers differing in pH values were lyophilized to produce aerogels.



Effects of the freezing speed and surface charge of chitin nanofiber were studied.



Morphological transformation occurred in neutral β-chitin nanofiber aerogels.



Acidic aerogels possessed uniform microstructure due to electrostatic repulsion.



Same acidic aerogel also resulted in high mechanical strength and surface area.
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Abstract
In this study, chitin nanofiber dispersions prepared in neutral and acidic pH conditions were
lyophilized to produce aerogels. The effects of the freezing speed of the nanofiber dispersions
and the dispersibility of the chitin nanofiber were studied. The characteristics of the aerogels
were studied using scanning electron microscopy, relative surface area measurements, and
compression tests. The repulsion forces of the chitin nanofiber in acidic conditions were
effective in the formation of a more uniform microstructure during water solidification,
resulting in aerogels with a high mechanical strength. The aerogel made from the chitin
nanofiber dispersion prepared in neutral conditions was influenced by ice crystal growth during
freezing, resulting in a nonuniform structure. In contrast, the surface area of the aerogel in
neutral conditions interestingly remained unchanged compared to that of the original powder,
which was due to the morphological transformation.
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1. Introduction
Aerogels are materials with controllable micro- or nano-sized pores and a high porosity,
large specific surface area, and low density [1]. Two major approaches are used to prepare
aerogels: one is supercritical drying with carbon dioxide [2], and the other is lyophilization [3].
Supercritical drying can preserve the nanostructure inside the starting material, resulting in a
high relative surface area (>300 m2 g−1) and nanosized pores (<50 nm) [4,5]. Aerogels made
by supercritical drying should be used as sound or heat insulators because of their structural
features. In contrast, aerogels made by lyophilization exhibit pores (10 nm–100 μm) larger than
those of the aerogels made by supercritical drying [6,7]. In this case, the pore size and shape
depend on the ice crystal growth during freezing and can be controlled by the freezing
temperature and speed [8,9]. In addition, a xylem-like monolith structure has been reported to
be prepared by a unidirectional freeze-drying method [10]. This type of aerogel has been
studied for medical applications because of the solute permeability, cell adhesive property, and
control of the cell spheroid because the pore size is relatively large, and the pore shape can be
controlled.
Aerogels can be produced from inorganic and organic compounds [11–14]. Biomass
polymers, such as chitin, have attracted interest for the substitution of petroleum-based
polymers because of their renewability. Chitin takes the form of a nanofiber (NF)-aligned
polymer chain by biosynthesis [15]. The utilization of chitin NFs (ChNFs) as gel materials is
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expected to improve the mechanical strength because of their high crystallinity [16,17]. In
addition, the biocompatibility and biodegradability of chitin are useful characteristics for
various applications [18,19]. ChNF can be obtained through the disintegration process in water
[20]. In particular, the physicochemical properties of β-ChNF prepared from squid pens
significantly change depending on the pH values immediately before disintegration [21,22]
because amino groups on the surface of ChNF are cationized in acidic pH conditions,
electrostatic repulsion and osmotic pressure then interact between ChNFs. As mentioned earlier,
while the pore properties of aerogels can be changed by controlling the condition of ice crystal
growth and freeze-drying, they can also be changed by the dispersibility of the material.
Revealing the relationship between the physicochemical properties of the original β-ChNF
dispersion and the resulting aerogel after lyophilization is important.
In this study, two types of β-ChNFs differing in dispersibility were prepared in neutral and
acidic conditions (pH = 4) and subsequently lyophilized to obtain aerogels. In addition, the
influence of the freezing speed on the nano- and micro-structure of the resulting aerogels was
investigated. Scanning electron microscopy was performed to characterize the prepared
aerogels. A nitrogen adsorption method was used to measure the relative surface area, and
compression tests were conducted.

2. Experimental Section
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2.1 Materials and preparation of β-ChNFs
β-Chitin was prepared from squid pens (Todarodes pacificus) according to the method
reported in our previous paper [23]. In brief, the squid pens were treated with 0.1 mol L−1
hydrochloric acid for 16 h at 15 °C to remove ash, then twice with 1 mol L−1 sodium hydroxide
for 2 h at 90 °C to remove protein. The purified β-chitin (95% N-acetylation) was pulverized
into particles of approximately 100 μm in diameter using a dry pulverizer (Cyclone Mill,
Nippon Steel & Sumikin Fine Technology Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan). Hydrochloric acid was
purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries (Osaka, Japan) and used without further
purification. β-Chitin powders were suspended in distilled water at concentrations of 1 w/v%.
The measured pH of the prepared slurries was 6.5–7.5. A dilute hydrochloric acid solution was
added to the β-chitin slurries to adjust their acidity before being disintegrated into NFs. The
acidity proposed in our previous study, which is the molar ratio of the protons dissociated from
the acid to the amino groups in the chitin, is effective for controlling the physicochemical
properties of β-ChNFs [21]. The acidity of the β-ChNF slurry was set to 0.93 mol mol1 as an
acidic condition. Two types of β-chitin slurries were disintegrated using the Star Burst system
(Star Burst Mini, Sugino Machine Co., Ltd., Uozu, Japan) equipped with a ball-collision
chamber. The chitin slurries pressurized to approximately 235 MPa were ejected from the
nozzle (100-μm aperture) and made to collide with a ceramic ball. The disintegrated samples
were cooled at 25 °C through a heat exchanger, then recovered. The number of collisions with
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the ceramic ball (passes) was set to 10. The β-ChNFs prepared in neutral and acidic conditions
herein are expressed as β-ChNF [neutral] and β-ChNF [acid], respectively.

2.2 Preparation of the aerogels of β-ChNFs
Four milliliters of the β-ChNF [neutral] and [acid] dispersions were loaded into an
aluminum–silicone rubber mold (Figs. 1a and b) and sealed with clips. These were immediately
frozen by rapidly decreasing the temperature via supercooling to induce the same freezing
speed of the two types of β-ChNF dispersions. In detail, the molds were immersed in 50 vol.%
of water–ethanol refrigerant cooled at −5 °C for 1 h to form the supercooling state (CCA-1110,
Tokyo Rikakikai Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). After that, the temperature inside the chiller was set
to −25 °C, and the mold was cooled for an additional 1 h. The temperature inside the mold was
directly measured by inserting a thermocouple into the mold. The frozen β-ChNF dispersions
were lyophilized for over 16 h using a freeze-dryer (FDU-2200, Tokyo Rikakikai Co., Ltd.).
The obtained aerogel was dried at 70 °C for 5 h before further characterization to eliminate
moisture.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schema of the aluminum–silicone rubber mold and chiller. (b) Photographs of the
mold.

2.3 Scanning electron microscopy observations
The aerogels were cut to a quarter after cooling with liquid nitrogen. After the specimens
were coated with a 5 nm-thick layer of platinum using a sputtering apparatus (JEC-3000FC,
JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), the specimens were observed by a scanning electron microscope
(SEM; SU1510, HITACHI Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) operated at a voltage of 3.0 kV.
Approximately 140 pore surface areas were measured from two different SEM images using
the ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, USA). The equivalent circle diameter (i.e., pore diameter)
was calculated from the measured pore surface area. A histogram of pore diameter was then
constructed. In addition, the β-ChNF dispersions were quickly frozen on an aluminum plane
8

cooled with liquid nitrogen, then lyophilized. The pore diameter of this specimen was also
measured.

2.4 Relative surface area measurement using the nitrogen adsorption method
The nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms of the aerogels were measured with
BELSORP-max (MicrotracBEL Corp. Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan) at −196 °C after degassing at
110 °C for 4 h. The relative surface area was calculated using Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)
theory at relative vapor pressures below 0.25. In addition, the β-ChNF dispersions were rapidly
frozen on an aluminum plane cooled with liquid nitrogen, then lyophilized. The relative surface
area of this specimen was also calculated.

2.5 Compression test
Compression tests were performed using a TENSILON RTC-1350A (A&D Company, Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan) with a 50 N load cell. Eighty percent of the aerogel was compressed at a
compression rate of 1 mm min−1 at 25 °C. The compressive modulus was determined at an
initial strain of 4–10%. The energy absorption was calculated as the area below the stress–
strain curve until a strain of 70%. The measurements were performed in triplicate. The mean
and the standard deviation were also calculated.
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3. Results and discussion
Fig. 2 illustrates the temperature profiles inside the mold. β-ChNF [neutral] and [acid] were
maintained in the state of supercooling for 60 min and subsequently frozen for 2 min 52 s and
3 min 20 s, respectively. The freezing speed was considered almost the same among the two
samples, and no difference in the physicochemical properties derived from the freezing speed
was observed. Fig. 3 depicts photographs of the β-ChNF [neutral] and [acid] aerogels. Both
aerogels were recovered with the same volume as the mold, that is, shrinkage did not occur.
The stiffness of the β-ChNF [neutral] aerogel was different between the bottom and center
planes in palpation.

Fig. 2. Temperature profiles inside the mold for freezing β-ChNF [neutral] and [acid]
dispersions.

Fig. 3. Photographs of the aerogels obtained after lyophilization.
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Fig. 4a shows the SEM images and pore diameter distributions of the aerogels. The β-ChNF
[neutral] aerogel consisted of a stacking structure of aggregation sheets with macro pores. This
structure was the result of NFs aggregation among the ice crystals during the water
solidification. In contrast, the β-ChNF [acid] aerogels possessed smaller sheets, and the
roughness of the surface increased. The average pore diameter also decreased in half. The
decrease in the pore diameter was derived from the surface charge of the ChNF. The amino
groups existing on the β-ChNFs were cationized in acidic conditions, and the electrostatic
repulsion and osmotic pressure interacted between the β-ChNFs. Indeed, there is a previous
report that the widths of β-ChNFs prepared in neutral and acidic conditions were 27.3 and 12.1
nm, respectively; that is, repulsions between β-ChNFs resulted in thin NF widths [21]. These
repulsions exerted influence during ice crystal growth; as a result, microsized sheets were
formed. It has been reported that the pore diameter suited to the cell culture was 50–150 μm
[24,25]. The β-ChNF [neutral] aerogel was likely more suitable than the β-ChNF [acid] aerogel
as a scaffold in terms of only the pore diameter. In addition, the freezing speed significantly
influenced the pore diameter. From the result of quick-freezing with liquid nitrogen, the pore
diameter decreased by approximately one sixth or one seventh. This result indicated that the
ice crystal did not sufficiently grow because the freezing speed was extremely quick. In
addition, the influence of the repulsion by the positive charge can be observed with quick11

freeze, as shown in Fig. 4b. In the β-ChNF [acid] aerogel with quick-freeze, the NF structure
remained in the macro pores without the aggregation and existed between microsized sheets,
similar to cobwebs. In contrast, the enlarged view of the β-ChNF [neutral] showed many
microsized sheets formed by the aggregation of NFs, although a few NFs were observed.

Fig. 4. (a) SEM images of the aerogels and histograms of the pore diameter. The scale bars in
the SEM images indicate 200 μm. (b) Enlarged view of the quick-freeze aerogels. The scale
bars in the SEM images indicate 50 μm.
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Fig. 5 shows the nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms of the aerogels and the relative
surface area calculated from the BET equation. These isotherms represent type-II in the IUPAC
classification, namely, there are more macro pores (over 50 nm) than meso pores (2–50 nm)
[26]. This result corresponded to the SEM observation. The relative surface area of the β-ChNF
[acid] aerogel was more than two times greater than that of the β-ChNF [neutral] aerogel. The
relative surface area of the respective aerogel prepared by the quick-freeze method was more
than three times greater than that of respective former aerogels. The aerogels with a larger pore
diameter showed a smaller relative surface area. Interestingly, the relative surface area of the
original β-chitin powder and the β-ChNF [neutral] aerogel was almost the same. After the βchitin powder was disintegrated into NFs, the NFs aggregated again until reaching the same
level of powder by ice crystal growth. In other words, the morphological transition from the
powder to the shape of the mold took place. Although the ChNF dispersions were molded into
the rectangular shape, those could be transformed into arbitrary shapes depending on the mold
shape.
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Fig. 5. (a) Nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms and (b) relative surface area of the
aerogels.

Fig. 6 shows the stress–strain curves of the aerogels. Table 1 lists the mechanical properties
of the aerogels. Both bulk densities were almost identical and had values as close as 1 wt.% of
the original β-ChNF dispersion concentration because shrinkage did not occur during the
aerogel preparation, as described earlier. However, the compressive modulus and the energy
absorption of the β-ChNF [acid] aerogels were 30 and three times greater than those of the βChNF [neutral] aerogels, respectively, probably because of the aerogel uniformity. As
described earlier, the strength of the β-ChNF [neutral] aerogel was different between the bottom
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and central planes, and the bottom plane was easily compressed. The bottom plane of the mold
was made of aluminum, and the side plane was made of silicone rubber; therefore, the freeze
proceeded from both bottom planes according to the high thermal conductivity of aluminum.
The nonuniformity of NFs by ice crystal growth proceeded to the central plane, resulting in
dense aggregation at the central plane. Thus, the stress–strain curve of the β-ChNF [neutral]
aerogel cannot be distinguished between the elastic deformation region and the plastic
deformation region, and the mechanical strength showed small values. In contrast, the β-ChNF
[acid] aerogel possessed a uniform structure because of the electrostatic repulsion. As a result,
the elastic deformation region was clearly observed, and the compressive modulus was high. It
has been reported that chitin/silk composites with a compressive modulus of 60 kPa were used
to cell-culture the fibroblast of a rat in vitro [27]. The β-ChNF [acid] aerogels are likely suitable
for scaffolding in terms of mechanical strength.

Fig. 6. Stress–strain curves for the aerogels.

Table 1. Mechanical properties of the aerogels.
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Sample
β-ChNF [neutral]
β-ChNF [acid]

Bulk density
[mg

Compressive modulus

Energy absorption

[kPa]

[kJ m−3]

3.89 ± 1.81
109 ± 8

3.42 ± 0.30
11.2 ± 0.6

cm−3]

9.73 ± 0.30
9.24 ± 0.31

Means of three experiments ± standard deviation.

Conclusions
β-Chitin aerogel was produced from β-ChNF dispersions via lyophilization. Two types of βChNF dispersions were prepared in neutral and acidic conditions and had different surface
charges. The β-ChNFs [neutral] were moved to the gaps between the ice crystals during
solidification and formed microsized sheets. The average pore diameter was 43 μm, which is
suitable for cell cultures in terms of vascularization and cellular viability. The surface area of
the β-ChNFs [neutral] was almost the same as that of the original β-chitin powder because of
the morphology transformation from the powder to the mold shape. However, the β-ChNFs
[neutral] were nonuniformly aggregated from the bottom plane toward the central plane. In
contrast, the β-ChNF [acid] aerogels possessed high relative surface area and high
mechanical strength compared to the β-ChNF [neutral] aerogels. The amino groups on the βChNFs were cationized in acidic conditions, and there were repulsions between the NFs. The
repulsion was highly effective during the lyophilization process, and the NF structure
remained in the macro pores. As a result, the β-ChNF [acid] aerogels consisted of minute
micro-sheets and a uniform structure, resulting in a significant increase in the mechanical
16

strength. In the future, chemical and thermal stability as well as biodegradability of the βChNF aerogels will be studied. For example, the lyophilized materials in this study were
made to shrink in water at ordinary temperatures. In addition, the degree of N-acetylation and
the freezing speed and direction should be studied to prepare aerogels with higher strength
and ideal pore structure.
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Tables
Table 1. Mechanical properties of the aerogels.
Sample

Bulk density
[mg cm−3]

Compressive modulus
[kPa]

Energy absorption
[kJ m−3]

β-ChNF [neutral]
β-ChNF [acid]

9.73 ± 0.30
9.24 ± 0.31

3.89 ± 1.81
109 ± 8

3.42 ± 0.30
11.2 ± 0.6

Means of three experiments ± standard deviation.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. (a) Schema of the aluminum–silicone rubber mold and chiller. (b) Photographs of the
mold.

Fig. 2. Temperature profiles inside the mold for freezing β-ChNF [neutral] and [acid]
dispersions.

Fig. 3. Photographs of the aerogels obtained after lyophilization.

Fig. 4. (a) SEM images of the aerogels and histograms of the pore diameter. The scale bars in
the SEM images indicate 200 μm. (b) Enlarged view of the quick-freeze aerogels. The scale
bars in the SEM images indicate 50 μm.

Fig. 5. (a) Nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms and (b) relative surface area of the
aerogels.

Fig. 6. Stress–strain curves for the aerogels.

Figs. 1–6 are provided as PowerPoint files
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